Boo Squad: Super Slime Battle

Game Pitch 2
The annual Slime Ball Contest is the biggest event of the year in Monsterville, and this year your neighborhood plans on taking the title with your cobots. If you win, you may finally achieve your dream of making the Boo Squad, your town’s Slime Ball team.

Program your bot to gather wacky types of slime projectiles to shoot at your opponents cobots. Gain new lines of defense and gross out the competition with bigger slime cannons. Protect yourself with Soap shields and prove once and for all you’ve got what it takes to be in the slumelight.
Systems and Mechanics: How the game could work

• A single player game, where you program your team’s cobots to compete in a Slime Battle against other neighborhoods. The neighborhood with the most Monsters unslimed wins.

• Your team must program the cobots to help you work Slime Cannons to cover the other team in slime. At the end of each match, the cleanest team wins.

• There are two parts of the game: programming your cobots to work the slime cannons and programming your cobots to avoid the other teams’ slime cannons. Be careful, you share the same space with your cobots, and if you collide you could get slimed!
Aesthetics and Tone:
- Cool Monsters to Meet
- Bright Neon Aesthetic
- Funny